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Abstract

This thesis began by studying how a temporary event could create 
permanent architecture and how that architecture could change an 
urban lifestyle.  I chose the Olympics as the event and proposed that 

with a rich design history but a city that hasn’t had a large scale ur-
ban redevelopment plan in over a century.

I focused on the city east of the Capital as I wanted to extend the 
monumental core created in the McMillan plan.  I researched ba-

plan.  The result of this research was unearthing some of the original 

city by blending new design issues with the idea of a city designed 

The Torch is situated as a terminus on a site that was intended to be 
mile marker zero for the country.  Its design and importance make 
it a monument while still not impeding the views.  The stadium was 

outside to view and interact with the event inside.  It is sunken so 
as not to obstruct views but it is spanned by arches that pierce the 
cityscape signifying its monumentality and appropriately ending the 

edge of the city.
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1   _Current Washington D.C. 

Pierre L’Enfant was the original designer of Washington D.C. when he created 
his plan at the behest of George Washington in 1791.  His plan had an underlying 
grid of streets with prominent radial boulevards imposed on top of this orthogonal 
system.  These boulevards were designed to be wide enough to allow for sweeping 
vistas and to converge on public squares which would house landmark buildings 
and monuments.  In 1901 the McMillan Plan set about to redevelop the historic core 
of the city.  The plans focused on reestablishing L’Enfant’s original proposal for the 
national mall and its surrounding monuments.  This plan brought a level of design 
clarity to the western portion of the city that is still evident today.  The rest of the 
city to the east of the Capital building however, is still largely over run and lacking 
the clear design elements of L’Enfant’s original design.  
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3   _Proposed New Street Condition

Harkening back to L’Enfant’s original design, I explored the idea of widening the 
streets in order to create wide boulevards that terminate on public squares.  These 
streets would be lined with shops, restaurants, cafes and a natural planted edge that 
encourages pedestrian social interaction.  This would allow for a separation between 
the pedestrian and mechanical speeds of the city.
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5   _Proposed New Street Condition 
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7   _Proposed Olympic Support Buildings
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9   _Proposed Olympic Residences

In many Olympic proposals, the residences for the athletes are grouped together 
in an Olympic Village.  The issue with this layout is that after the games are over, 
these areas often become unused slums, mini desolate cities within the larger 
city limits.  To counteract this problem I have suggested spreading the residences 
throughout the city creating seven much smaller communities based around resi-
dential towers.  This allows for easier integration back into the city post Olympics. 
Building these towers vertically also opens up more ground space allowing for 
parks and social interaction on the ground plane, again adding to the community 
environment.  
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11  _Proposed Olympic Residences
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13  _Early Iterations of a New City Plan
These early iterations showed how the thesis development started with spatial 

-
nectivity.  It shows the wider radial streets with monumental termini.  It exhibits 
the beginning of the small communities centered around residential towers.  It also 
shows the beginnings of an Olympic park located along the eastern waterfront of 
the city.  The development of the monumental axis in line with the Lincoln Memo-
rial, the Washington Monument and the Capitol is also beginning to be formed in 
these plans.
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15  _Early Iterations of a New City Plan
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17  _Proposed Washington D.C. Plan Post Olympics This plan shows the evolution of the project into a more precise urban scale plan.  
-

ditions.   The street pattern however has been reorganized to create cleaner intersec-
tions and more public squares and parks.  There are still seven small communities 
centered around residential towers that act as termini to the major radial streets of 
the city.  There is an Olympic Park along the eastern front of the water where many 
of the Olympic sporting venues are located including the main Olympic stadium.  
The stadium is centrally located in the park to serve as the terminus to the major 
monumental axis that extends from the Lincoln Memorial and runs through the 
Washington Monument, the Capitol,  and my proposed site for the Olympic Torch.
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19  _Proposed Washington D.C. Plan Post Olympics
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21 _Proposed Washington D.C. Plan Post Olympics
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23  _Program of the New City
Metro stops existing and proposed with a 500 ft walking radius
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25  _Program of the New City
Proposed Olympic buildings with a 500 ft walking radius
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27 _Program of the New City
Historic buildings to preserve
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29 _Program of the New City
Proposed bars, cafes, restaurants, and shops
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31 _Program of the New City
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33 _Olympic Stadium Site Plan

The stadium is situated in the middle of a park along Kingman Lake on the eastern 
edge of Washington D.C.  The site completes an east-west axis of monuments that 
starts at the Lincoln Memorial and ends at the stadium, spanning the entire width of 
the city.
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35 _Olympic Stadium First Floor Plan
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37 _Olympic Stadium Second Floor Plan
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39 _Olympic Stadium Third Floor Plan
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41 _Olympic Stadium Fourth Floor Plan
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43 _Olympic Stadium Fifth Floor Plan
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45 _Olympic Stadium Roof Plan
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47 _North/South Section of Olympic Stadium
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49 _North/South Elevation of Olympic Stadium
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51 _East/West Section of Olympic Stadium
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53 _East/West Elevation of Olympic Stadium
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55 _Olympic Torch Plaza Site Plan
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57 _East/West Urban Scale Section
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59 _East/West Urban Scale Section
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61 _East/West Urban Scale Section
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63 _East/West Urban Scale Section
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65 _Renderings of the Olympic Torch

View of the Olympic torch from the Olympic stadium

View of the Capitol building from the Olympic torch
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67 _Renderings of the Olympic Torch

View of the Olympic torch from the central plaza
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69 _Renderings of the Olympic Torch

View of the Olympic stadium from the Olympic torch
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71 _Renderings of the Olympic Stadium
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73 _Renderings of the Olympic Stadium

View of the stadium from the seats
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75 _Renderings of the Olympic Stadium

View of the stadium entrance
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77 _Renderings of the Olympic Stadium

View of the stadium concourse
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79 _Renderings of the Olympic Stadium

View of the stadium from the base of the arch
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81 _Renderings of the Olympic Stadium

View of the grade change around the stadium
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83 _Renderings of the Olympic Stadium

View of the stadium by the cable bases
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85 _Renderings of the Olympic Stadium
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87 _Renderings of the Olympic Stadium

View of the stadium from the waterfront
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89 _Renderings of the Olympic Stadium

View of the stadium from the park




